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Mode of Examination: -Online.
Duration of Examination: - The examination duration will be of Two Hours.

Language: - The Questions will be asked in English only.

Type of Questions: - The question paper will be comprised of MCQ and Descriptive

type. The entire paper is divided into two sections i.e. Section -A and Section-B.

Section -A: (30 Marks) containing a Total 30 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ)' Each

question carries one mark.( There will be No Negative Marking)
Section -B: (30 Marks) containing l0 Subjective Quesbions and students have to

attempt only 6 Questions and each question carries equal marks (5 Marks each).

The word limit for each sub.iective question is 250 to 500 words.

Student can write the answer of the Sub.iective Question on the Plain Paper or Ruled

Sheetsi Note Book Sheets and upload the scanned copy of the answer with high

resolution in Adobe Scanner, Kaagaz app from Mobile.

The Student will be given additional 20 Minutes for Login Registration for Enter in the

Online Examination.
The student will be given additional 40 Minutes for scanning and uploading the

Subjective etc while attempting the paper.

The student will receive an email containing the tink to upload the scanned file after

completion of Examination.
The maximum Iimit of uploading for each Subjective Question willbe 3MB.

This is a remote proctored examination with Artificial Intelligence capabilities, Please

keep the following in Mind.

Maximum 5 attempts and Your
attempts.

Violation of any of the above may result in your exam being termina{ed by the

Proctor/lnvigilator.
Do not panic in case of any unexpected situations like power failure, connectivity issues

etc. Candidate can contact the Proctor/ Invigilator/ Superintendent /Deputy

Superintendent Examination via live chat and helpline Numbers.

(Dr. Ramchander Khatri)
Assistant Controller of Examinations
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from the examination browser. Student will get

exam will be automatically terminated after 5


